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Abstract

Background—An ambulatory safety net (ASN) is an innovative organizational intervention for 

addressing patient safety related to missed and delayed diagnoses of abnormal test results. ASNs 

consist of a set of tools, reports and registries, and associated workflows to create a high-reliability 

system for abnormal test result management.

Methods—Two ASNs implemented at an academic medical center are described, one focusing 

on colon cancer and the other on lung cancer. Data from electronic registries and chart reviews 

were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the ASNs, which were defined as follows: colon cancer

—the proportion of patients who were scheduled for or completed a colonoscopy following safety 

net team outreach to the patient; lung cancer—the proportion of patients for whom the safety net 
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was able to identify and implement appropriate follow-up, as defined by scheduled or completed 

chest CT.

Results—The effectiveness of the colon cancer ASN was 44.0%, and the effectiveness of the 

lung cancer ASN was 56.9%. The ASNs led to the development of registries to address patient 

safety, fostered collaboration among interdisciplinary teams of clinicians and administrative staff, 

and created new workflows for patient outreach and tracking.

Conclusion—Two ASNs were successfully implemented at an academic medical center to 

address missed and delayed recognition of abnormal test results related to colon cancer and lung 

cancer. The ASNs are providing a framework for development of additional safety nets in the 

organization.

Introduction

Over the last decade, there has been a growing interest in patient safety issues in the 

ambulatory setting. This interest can be traced in part to several seminal articles that called 

for a focus on patient safety in the ambulatory setting in contrast to the then dominant focus 

on patient safety in the inpatient setting.1–3 A technical brief identified five patient safety 

issues in the ambulatory setting: medication safety, diagnosis, transitions among providers in 

ambulatory settings, referrals from one provider to another, and management of test results.4 

Studies have focused on assessing the rates of these safety issues as well as interventions for 

addressing the issues. In one study, Singh and colleagues estimated the rate of outpatient 

diagnostic errors at 5.08% or about 12 million US adults every year.5 In another study, 

Giardina and colleagues employed root cause analysis to identify factors contributing to 

delayed recognition of abnormal test results.6 Some of these factors included a lack of 

coordination in follow-up planning for test results, inadequate tracking of abnormal test 

results, and the absence of a system to track patients in need of short term follow-up.

Other studies in ambulatory safety have focused on interventions to address safety issues. 

Schiff and colleagues describe the Massachusetts PROMISES project which focused on test 

results, referrals, and medication management. This project relied on multiple strategies to 

address safety issues including educational sessions, materials and a PDSA (Plan-Do-Study-

Act) approach.7 The concept of a safety net as an intervention to address ambulatory safety 

was developed at Kaiser Permanente Southern California (KPSC).8 The KPSC program was 

the first in the country to use electronic health information and electronic clinical 

surveillance to address a range of care gaps including missed and delayed diagnoses. 

However, beyond these studies there have been few interventions to promote ambulatory 

patients safety, particularly around missed and delayed cancer diagnoses.

The overall objective of this paper is to describe two ASN interventions at a large tertiary 

academic medical center. The ASNs were implemented to prevent missed and delayed 

diagnoses and to build a system that closed the loop from the point of test-ordering to the 

completion of guideline-based recommended follow-up care. We developed two ASNs: the 

colon cancer safety net, focusing on patients at risk for colon cancer based on prior 

colonoscopy procedures; and the lung cancer safety net, focusing on incidental lung nodules 

detected on CT scans.
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Methods

Study Setting and Ethics

We implemented the two ASNs at an AMC in Boston. The AMC, which consists of a 747-

bed tertiary care hospital and 174 ambulatory practices, had 1,800,926 ambulatory visits in 

2018 and employs more than 12,000 people—of whom approximately 3,000 are physicians. 

It has a fully integrated electronic health record (EHR) and computerized order entry system 

(Epic; Epic Systems Corporation, Verona, Wisconsin). The Partners HealthCare Institutional 

Review Board approved the project. CRICO, the malpractice risk insurer, funded the project 

to assist with developing a model ASN program with the long-term goal of obtaining AMC 

funding for sustainability.

Organization for ASN interventions

The organization for the ASN interventions varied by the type of safety net. For the colon 

cancer safety net, the organizational setting consisted of primary care, gastroenterology (GI), 

and colorectal surgery, while the setting for the lung cancer safety net consisted of primary 

care and radiology. In addition, an ASN project team provided project management support 

and facilitated the implementation of the safety nets. This project team included two central 

resources (a medical director and a project coordinator) and local resources 

(multidisciplinary teams of stakeholders, including frontline clinicians, physician leadership, 

administrative leadership, and nursing leadership).

ASN interventions

Working Groups—The interventions related to the two safety nets consisted of working 

groups, creation of patient reports, workflow redesign, and patient tracking and outreach 

(Table 1). A key component of both safety nets was the creation of small working groups. 

These working groups consisted of clinicians, managers, and staff from the various 

departments involved in the safety nets such as primary care, pulmonary, radiology, GI, and 

population health. The colon cancer safety net working group met on a monthly basis over 

the course of several years while the lung cancer safety net working group met for a six-

month period followed by ad hoc monthly meetings. All meetings were coordinated and 

managed by the ASN project team.

Reports and Registries—Another important component of the interventions was the 

development of reports and registries linked to the EHR. For the colon cancer safety net, a 

registry was developed that captured patients who previously had a colonoscopy with 

abnormal pathology and were due for a repeat colonoscopy. This report relied on a coded 

field called “colonoscopy health maintenance,” which is the return interval EHR field that 

GI physicians were encouraged to update following a colonoscopy so that patient follow-up 

occurred in the correct time period. The registry did not use the direct result that was 

indicated in the pathology report but instead relied on the return interval placed by the GI 

physician or primary care provider (PCP) based on the result of the colonoscopy, the 

pathology report, and patient risk factors. The creation and validation of this registry took 

six months and required iteration and input from numerous clinical and administrative 

stakeholders across our health system.
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For the lung cancer safety net, a natural language processing (NLP) tool was used to develop 

reports of patients with incidental lung nodules at the AMC for 2016 and 2017 who required 

further follow-up imaging or evaluation. We used manual chart review to validate the 

accuracy of the reports. In addition, we narrowed the list to include only patients with a 

primary care physician at the AMC and who were not already followed by our oncology 

teams or in our lung nodule clinic by thoracic surgery staff. This process took close to six 

months due to nuances in how incidental lung nodules were mentioned in radiology reports, 

the changing guidelines for management of incidental pulmonary nodules, and the multiple 

data and information technology teams required to narrow our target patient population.9

Patient Tracking and Outreach—After the reports and registries were developed, the 

final component of the interventions was patient tracking and outreach. For the colon cancer 

safety net, the ASN project team ran the report monthly for patients overdue for a 

colonoscopy. Chart review was then conducted to ensure that the correct patients received 

the outreach, particularly regarding the accuracy of the modifier. After chart review was 

performed, bulk letters were sent by the endoscopy staff to eligible patients. The message 

was sent electronically to patents with an activated patient portal account, whereas patients 

without the portal were sent hard-copy letters. In our initial outreach efforts from January 

2018 through July 2018, two outreach attempts were conducted, primarily as electronic 

patient portal messages or hard-copy letters. In August 2018 a patient navigator was hired as 

part of the ASN project team, and we added phone calls as the third outreach attempt. Figure 

1 shows the work flow for the colon cancer safety net. Figure 2 shows the efforts of the 

patient navigator after we added phone calls to our process.

For the lung cancer safety net, the outreach was to the patients’ PCPs and practice leadership 

so that the providers could review the patient’s history, determine if a follow-up chest CT 

was indicated, and—if so—schedule the chest CT procedure. The individual lists were sent 

to the PCPs via secure e-mail, with a copy to the practice leadership. Up to three monthly 

reminders were sent requesting that the PCPs communicate back to the ASN project team 

with the outcome for those patients. Table 1 summarizes the key components of both the 

colon cancer and lung cancer ASNs.

Effectiveness of the interventions

The colon cancer safety net focused on patients who had a prior colonoscopy at the hospital 

and who were due for a repeat colonoscopy based on the health maintenance modifier set in 

the EHR. We defined effectiveness as the proportion of patients who were either scheduled 

for or who completed a colonoscopy following the safety net’s outreach to the patient. Of 

the 252 patients identified for the colon cancer safety net, 111 patients (44.0%) either 

scheduled or completed a colonoscopy.

The lung cancer safety net focused on patients who had a primary care provider at the 

academic medical center, did not have a provider at a cancer center affiliated with the 

academic medical center, and did not have a follow-up chest CT within six to twelve months 

of the initial CT scan. We defined effectiveness as the proportion of patients for whom the 

safety net was able to identify and implement appropriate follow-up, as defined by 
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scheduled or completed chest CT. Of the 123 patients identified for the safety net, 70 

(56.9%) patients received appropriate follow up as a result of the safety net’s outreach to the 

PCP.

Qualitative Data

We conducted structured interviews with five physicians and three administrative directors 

involved in the ASN interventions about the implementation process, success of the 

interventions, and sustainability of the interventions. Participants agreed that the ASNs 

addressed patient safety related to missed and delayed diagnoses through follow-up and 

redundancy. Participants used the terms “thoughtful” and “collaborative” to describe the 

overall adoption of the safety nets as well the adoption strategy which minimized disruption 

on clinicians. Participants overall agreed that the safety net fit the mission of the practice and 

department.

Discussion

In this paper we described two safety net interventions focusing on missed and delayed 

results related to colon and lung cancer. Our interventions consisted of multi-disciplinary 

teams, development of reports and registries, workgroup meetings to discuss intervention 

progress, and patient tracking and outreach.

The concept and development of our two safety nets borrowed heavily on the pioneering 

work done by the KPSC Outpatient Safety Net Program.8, 10 As in the KPSC program we 

chose not to disrupt normal workflow or utilize real time alerts and decision support that 

would be disruptive to the provider. Like the KPSC program, we found local leadership 

support and a just culture framework to be crucial to the successful implementation of the 

two safety nets.

Our safety nets differ from those at KPSC in several ways. First our safety nets were 

launched through a grant program and resources for implementation of the safety nets were 

covered through the grant. Thus, the safety nets only partially relied on institutional 

resources like the KPSC program. Second, unlike the KPSC program which relied on a top-

down centralized approach, our safety nets were developed and implemented through a 

bottom-up approach. They were small in scope and we net worked locally with stakeholders 

from different departments for their implementation.

Third, unlike the KPSC program, our setting was not an integrated delivery system. In fact, 

the colon cancer safety net initially focused on patients who did not have a PCP at our 

organization, as these patients were believed to be at greatest risk of not receiving follow-up. 

Subsequently, we expanded our focus to include all patients. We are also following two 

additional subsets of patients through the safety net—patients with rectal bleeding and 

patients with iron deficiency anemia—as part of a pilot program with four of our primary 

care practices. This ability to pilot and test small changes prior to widespread scaling across 

our primary care practices has been essential in the development of our model of ASNs.
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We believe that safety nets, such as the ones deployed in this study, provide a useful 

intervention to address ambulatory safety and that such interventions need to be explored in 

greater detail. In general, interventions addressing ambulatory safety related to missed and 

delayed diagnoses have been understudied in contrast to the inpatient setting.4,11,12 

Recognizing this need The Joint Commission Perspectives recently called for comments on 

processes for timely reporting and follow-up on all test results and for all patients.13 Safety 

nets like the ones described in this study can provide an innovative approach by 

incorporating multiple, cross-cutting factors (including interdisciplinary teams), facilitating 

infrastructure development such as reporting tools and registries, and promoting a culture of 

safety.1,4,14–18

The successful implementation of the safety nets resulted in our organization recognizing 

their value and supporting them after the grant funding ended. Some of the duties of the 

ASN project team, such as management of reports and registries, were transitioned to 

operational teams at the AMC. Other components of the ASN are codeveloped and 

comanaged by the safety net team and local departments. For example, a new pilot program 

codeveloped by the safety net team and the radiology department identifies patients with an 

incidental lung nodule in real time and alerts the ordering clinician but then shifts the burden 

of scheduling the test and tracking results to the radiology team. Furthermore, the 

organization has provided funding for (1) maintenance of the colon cancer and lung cancer 

ASNs and (2) for development of new ASNs, through an additional ASN safety net 

navigator and an ASN program manager. Our new ASNs will focus on (1) reducing 

medication errors through a pharmacist-led medication safety program and (2) reducing 

missed and delayed diagnoses of cervical, breast, and prostate cancer. These resources help 

to ensure sustainability and scalability at the conclusion of grant funding through a 

framework for expansion of the safety nets as well as development of additional safety nets 

in the organization.

Limitations

This study was conducted in one AMC located in the northeast United States. The findings 

may not be generalizable to other regions or settings such as community centers, although a 

number of physicians at our organization do practice in the community setting. We did not 

have a control group as part of this project and did not gather any data on health outcomes in 

this pilot study. Our definition of success of the ASNs was a scheduled or completed 

procedure. For example, when we performed chart review on the reasons patients in the 

colon cancer safety net did not have a scheduled or completed colonoscopy, we found that 

there were patients who had moved away or no longer received care within our system. In 

our lung cancer safety net, we found that our NLP tool was quite sensitive but not as specific 

in that it often identified nodular opacities or very small nodules that did not necessarily 

warrant any further follow-up. We were also unable to incorporate patient perspectives into 

the development and implementation of our safety nets. Finally, it is possible that patients 

could have scheduled their follow-up care at their next office visit with their PCP or 

specialist.
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Lessons Learned

We identified the following key lessons with respect to safety nets as a strategy for 

addressing ambulatory patient safety:

• Safety net concept: The concept of a safety net as described here, consisting of 

tools such as reports and registries and associated work flows, can be 

implemented in a variety of settings, including those without a dedicated 

ambulatory patient safety program or infrastructure in place.

• Scaling up: Our ability to pilot safety nets and test small changes in a few 

ambulatory practices prior to widespread scaling was essential in the 

development of our model of ASNs.

• Multidisciplinary stakeholder buy-in and workflow redesign: The 

development and implementation of safety nets will take time (our safety nets 

took almost two years to reach a maintenance stage), and this may be particularly 

true when the development is not centrally driven but is, rather, a local, bottom-

up approach like the one we adopted.

• Information technology registries and tools: The development of reports and 

registries for electronic surveillance will be a key contributing factor to the 

implementation of safety nets. Although this may seem intuitive, it may not be 

simple even in the presence of an advanced EHR such as the one used at our 

organization. The tools for electronic surveillance needed to be combined with 

time-consuming and labor-intensive chart reviews and a natural language 

processing tool to obtain data.

• Leadership buy-in and support for ambulatory patient safety: Leadership 

backing will be critical to the implementation and sustainability of safety nets. 

Raising awareness of ambulatory patient safety vulnerabilities, such as missed 

and delayed cancer diagnoses, to hospital leadership is critical

Conclusions

We successfully implemented a colon cancer ASN and a lung cancer ASN at an academic 

medical center to address missed and delayed diagnoses. The effectiveness of the colon 

cancer safety net was 44.0%, and the effectiveness of the lung cancer safety net was 56.9%. 

We are currently creating a more automated incidental lung nodule ASN, and we are piloting 

rectal bleeding and iron-deficiency anemia as part of our colon cancer ASN,19 In addition, 

we are building several new ASNs on medication safety, cervical cancer, breast cancer, and 

prostate cancer. Future research should focus on developing more reliable ASN systems to 

address the myriad of abnormal test results that are generated as part of routine patient care 

and also on designing proactive electronic surveillance systems to identify, mitigate, and 

reduce safety risks related to diagnostic error.
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Figure 1. Workflow for colon cancer safety net
Figure 1 outlines the workflow for the safety net patient navigator: running the colon cancer 

safety net registry, conducting chart review, communicating with the gastroenterologist when 

needed, coordinating patient lists with the endoscopy team, calling patients overdue for 

colonoscopy, and tracking follow-up in the database.
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Figure 2. Volume of colonoscopies scheduled and completed with colon cancer safety net =efforts
Figure 2 demonstrates the impact of the colon cancer safety net efforts, beginning in January 

2018 with sending patients letters, followed by adding a phone call in August 2018 and 

culminating in a total of 113 scheduled colonoscopies and 84 completed colonoscopies.
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Table 1.

Key components of Ambulatory Safety Nets (ASNs)

Colon Cancer ASN Lung Cancer ASN

Patient 
identification

• Patients with colonoscopy and abnormal pathology now due to 
return for repeat colonoscopy

• Patients with incidental lung nodules noted on 
chest CT scans

Reports and 
registries • Registry within EMR with functionality to send letters

• Application of natural language processing (NLP) 
tool to text of radiology reports and validation 
through chart review

Workflow 
redesign

• Gastroenterologists: continuously update the health maintenance 
modifier in the EMR; process of updating EMR occurs days after 
they actually perform colonoscopy once the pathology returns and 
is not synchronous with their process of sending letters to patients
• ASN: runs the registry, conducts chart review, emails back and 
forth with gastroenterologists on cases where there is a 
discrepancy with the health maintenance modifier, creates a final 
list of at-risk patients, and communicates this list to endoscopy 
scheduling staff
• Colonoscopy administrative team: runs the registry of at-risk 
patients, prints and mail letter to patients, sends patient 
information to outside PCP offices to obtain order for 
colonoscopy, and needs to coordinate scheduling of colonoscopy

• PCPs: review lists of incidental lung nodule 
patients, send letter or call patients, order CT scan 
for follow-up, and communicate with ASN patient 
navigator
• Radiology team: reviews any CT scan reports 
identified by NLP that do not have clear follow-up 
recommendations
• ASN: conducts detailed chart reviews on all 
patients without follow-up, organizes overdue 
patient lists by PCP and practice, emails PCPs and 
practice leadership with overdue patients up to three 
times

Patient 
outreach and 

tracking

• ASN Patient Navigator calls patients overdue for colonoscopy
• Separate database to track completion of follow-up

• Separate database to track completion of follow-
up

EHR, electronic health record; NLP, natural language processing, PCP, primary care provider
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